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A Feather Afloat 
-Sandra King 

Whether a feather afloat or the swimming seafowl from whence it came, 

lunar-lulled surf or wind-driven herd of clouds 

saving the lowing of their thunder for future destinations unknown, 

or a swirling murmuration of bubbles on cup of coffee surface foam, 

my open eyes rest upon such sites 

as observation-fluid thoughts associate freely in my mind, 

until a memory disrupts my reverie— 

an expressed opinion served up as factual enlightenment, 

tainted with agenda-laced toxic superiority, 

interrupts reflective moment and creates cerebral indigestion. 

A man once, without invitation, informed me 

that he credits my mental manifestations— 

my “day dreaming”— 

to the design of the feminine brain; 

saying so in such a way as to characterize this tendency as weakness, a dark womb 

from which all manner of worldly woes, from foolish and sensual distractions to 

divisive machinations, 

are birthed. 

I found his observation regarding my gender gift ascribed capabilities 

to be as valuable as a seagull would a lifejacket, 

and I did not respond to him 

with any privilege-driven expected polite fascination— 

genuine or feigned. 

I return my focus to 

a feather-shaped cloud 

adrift amidst quiet sea foam in a coffee cup ocean, 

and I wonder from what rare species of bird 

it came. 
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Living Forever in the Night 
-Edward Lee 

In my garden 

I speak to the night, 

throw my voice 

into the moonless dark, 

not looking for, 

or expecting a reply, 

simply wishing to add 

something of myself 

to the endless darkness, 

my words turning 

to winter, clouding  

in the air, 

 

and disappearing, disappearing, 

the night taking it all 

as its own, 

 

and I turn 

and reenter my home, 

my skin prickling  

as it moves from cold 

to warm. 
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Breath by Breath 
-Elaine Reardon 

Is it wrong to evade thinking, 

to slowly walk through the forest, 

listen to water splash over rocks, 

and notice black crickets dart between 

blades of dry grass and goldenrod, 

time tellers of the changing season. 

 

I wanted to remember Jenny sitting 

on the large rock, midstream, 

reading a book, lost to the world 

as the Moss Brook rushed by. 

 

And now I’ve learned to meditate, 

one breath at a time, to notice 

my ribs rise and fall, to notice the air 

fill me, leave, time and time again. 

 

Some say the only moment is now, 

all is illusory, breathe through pain. 

There is some comfort in this, 

moment by moment, breath by breath. 
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Wolves of Chernobyl 
-Kirsten Baltz 

On the outskirts of Chernobyl 

lines of mailboxes sit below 

the cover of old ash. 

Sparrows make 

nests where all the thoughts 

and prayers for those 

lost are sent, 

but never delivered.  

Here the wilderness takes 

back all the land that is too 

ruined for man to hold domain. 

Green takes sway. 

Over twenty thousand years 

of slow death for anyone 

who dares enter. 

The wolves hold council 

claiming the cement and broken 

windowed homes of the burned. 

Teeth and claw 

have nothing to fear 

of empty spaces nor, 

abandoned dreams. 

Not when howls 

bring a broken world 

to rest. 
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Little Evening Prayer 
-Mark Jackley 

may I lose 

possession 

of my self, 

every scrap 

that I have 

bought and sold 

and be the 

empty 

shopping cart 

alone, 

shining 

in some 

parking lot, 

sea gulls 

drifting, 

lost or not, 

in pink and 

orange 

liquid dusk 

that lifts into 

the river 

somewhere 
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Unrequited 
-Ariana Den Bleyker 

There’s a black hole, 

not unlike those in space, absent 

 

of light, dense void of collapse. 

Oh—how it kisses 

 

as if it’s watching itself 

on television—stiffens 

 

when its back is touched, tenses 

to argue with the smallest 

 

of observations. Deep beneath 

its inescapable skin nothing 

 

but sound of breaths held in. 

It bears no body, no mind 

 

yet something forms at its lips, 

mouthing no voice, 

 

hearing instead all that’s lost to it, 

offering fleshy & pink memories, 

 

rubbing its belly against the stars, 

bringing down its weight, 

 

falling slowly then rising, silently, 

quietly seizing the matter. 
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Dogwoods 
-CL Bledsoe 

Every evening, the dogwood branches, shifting  
  outside the window, a susurrus of voices on the edge 
of memory. Every evening, our hero waits  

for the light against the clouds. The light from. 
Every evening, he keeps it to himself, about the way light 

falls into the dirt, and from that, they say, something  
can be born—but only if there’s someone to catch it. He’s trying 
 
to be the dirt and be someone. Do you really think  

the people who tried to wed you to the camera  
and the audience vote can be trusted to give directions 

anywhere worth going? Death, my friends,  
is the greatest fertilizer. Try to stop snickering  

and read that again. Listen, I’m never coming  
to your party. I’m too busy trying not to die to compliment  
 
you on your kitchen. Come over here, and we can hold  

hands until I remember what hands are for. Probably,  
you don’t get what you want from me, and I don’t get  

what I want from you. This is as close  
to fair as life gets. Maybe you’re just not used to being part  

of something larger than yourself, like 
a major extinction event. If it helps, I get so nervous  
 
sometimes, I swallow my cup so I don’t have to ask  

where the recycling is. This is how the world  
ends: it’s belly full of plastic, dumb eyes reflecting  

pain, which means we’re at the forefront 
of fashion. We’ve had thousands of years to make  

something of the world, and we never 
even learned its name. We could ask forgiveness, but forgiveness  
 
is like light; someone has to be there to catch it. Maybe  

the hero gets up from that chair. Maybe the darkness  
has brought its warmth, and he wants to microwave something  

to help with the headache. Maybe, this is all  
there is, flowers caressing the window glass. Who sent them? 
  Maybe he should go out and see.  
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Words 
-Heather Pease 

Words 

Should be taken and examined upon finger tips 

Drank until drunk upon the beauty of each syllable 

Should be whispered on bared souls 

Marry people to each other’s minds 

 

Words 

Should be considered as if they are a cure 

Contemplated intensely so you can see the beauty that they form 

paint the color of the heavens and wind 

Should heal the broken heart, body, and mind 

 

Words 

Should be held in reverence of their power 

Speak when not spoken 

Be expressed through a knowing glance 

and spoken with integrity…. always 

 

Words 

Should titillate the recesses of your mind 

Fill the tongue with declarations so big they pour out as a pledge of love 

Avoid gossip, tattling and hearsay 

cure tear stained cheeks 

 

Words 

Should be respected, admired, worshiped, held in devotion, and astonishment 

be taken slowly, seep into the brain and soul 

They should guarantee happiness 

and right wrongs instead of poems 
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White Noise 
-Lauren Scharhag 

Mid-winter 

just like every winter, 

when we all become fascinated 

with the freezing point of water, 

when we all become experts 

on weather patterns, 

on the nature of asphalt under 

extreme conditions. 

When the weather man 

becomes a permanent fixture 

on our TV screens. 

When everybody says, 

Be careful going home, 

and really means it. 

When I look out the window 

and wonder if we are 

the product of our environment, 

am I this polar vortex? 

Am I these prevailing winds? 

Am I this pale void? 

Or am I just 

white noise? 

And I shiver. 
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Screaming Mime 
-Mark Blickley 

I should speak out when they abuse  

This pasty-faced artist who decided to choose  

Being trapped in silence with make up queer  

I may not speak, but I can hear.  

 

The taunts, the insults, and the hate  

Towards street performers who refuse the bait  

Of ridiculed anger through vulgar gestures  

Believing performance is a continuing semester  

 

Of learning to grow within painted smile  

Ignore the assholes, concentrate on the child.  

Who laughs with joy or open-mouthed wonder  

Yet tosses no coins as my stomach thunders  

 

Breaking the silence, begging for bread  

My intestinal rumblings plead to be fed 

A steady diet of human compassion  

Through the clinking of coins in an appreciative reaction  

 

To my ancient art and enduring hunger  

Selling myself like a common whoremonger  

Hoping to satisfy an insatiable crowd  

In tight fitting Spandex, a seductive shroud  

 

Ignoring lewd sneers at my exposed anatomy  

That I've twisted and stretched in hopes it would flatter me  

As my muscles contort and my body sings  

A silent song that once entertained kings 
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Leaving a Mark 
-Lianna Kamp 

We carve them into the flesh of trees, press 

them into damp concrete sidewalks. We spray 

an aerosol rainbow while cloaked in darkness, 

tagging the underbellies of highway 

overpasses. We leave them – if only 

for a quick glance by a pair of lovers 

weaving secrets in the dark, for lonely 

vagrants tucked under cardboard covers, 

for a child tethered to a larger hand. 

We leave them to whisper in the night air - 

subliminal messages - to stop, stand, 

and feel the shape inside the name left there 

to entice, haunt, beckon, and draw you near 

enough to catch the words, “yes, I was here”. 
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Transitory 
-Gary Beck 

We establish landmarks 

in the urban sprawl 

not so much to find our way, 

but for contact points, 

brief connections 

that humanize the population horde, 

greeting a counterman 

serving breakfast 

in the local deli, 

a bus driver seen often 

on the ride to work, 

many others touched for a moment 

who never notice 

when we don’t return. 
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Forbidden Images 
-Janet McCann 

over her shoulder Lot’s wife looking back 

at the home she was leaving, wanting to glimpse 

for one last time the field, the goats, dogs, hens, 

her old father waving at the gate.  

 

but she turned into grief itself, a statue of grief, 

a columned tear.  and then 

Eurydice, who herself did no wrong 

but Orpheus could not wait for her to form 

herself in the world, and looked, and so lost her, 

her slender weeping ghost melting away 

into the underworld. and still more:  

 

Diana in her bath, 

the bronzed young hunter  

seeing her, stunned, fascinated, 

then turned into a stag, hunted down 

by his own dogs. and then you, curious one, 

wanting to see, to name.  if you knew 

 

a face wreathed with snakes would calcify you, 

but you knew it would hold perfect, consuming beauty, 

each of your cells bursting as they turned 

into the purest light: would you 

not look? 
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A heavy cold fog rolled in, 

enveloping me in its frigid embrace, 

The sounds and the world vanished, 

The gaping void materialized in front of me, 

with a black hole in the fog, 

A blood stream emerged from the emptiness. 

 

Before I could run, 

A sickly bittersweet voice beckoned me, 

From the void it sang to me. 

 

Surrender my dear, 

Let go of your senses, 

Give up your heart, 

Relinquish your mind. 

Release your soul, 

Resign from your life 

Surrender my dear. 

 

I will free you, 

From the suffering and agony, 

and tears of loneliness, 

You will stop feeling so unloved, 

There is no fear or aging, 

Time and space are irrelevant, 

So is survival or struggle, 

There is only void. 

 

I was mesmerized by the song, 

and stretched my arms toward the void, 

The blankets of blackness wrapped around 

me, 

I fell on my knees, 

The void grew bigger and bigger, 

until I was completely swallowed by it, 

I went numb from head to toe, 

I had released myself, 

to the void. 

The Void 
-David Grigorian 
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Blow, Winds 
-Linda Ferguson 

Last night, all night 
I dreamt of hurricanes and poems, 
as if I could turn the gales’ threat 
into a metaphor, 
as if I could soften and shape 
them into stanzas. 
 
Could I indent  
the red line – the storm’s predicted path  
drawn over my brother’s  
rented house? 
 
Three thousand one hundred twelve 
miles apart, 
signals unseen, 
messages not received? 
 
I cup faded bruises 
in my sleep – 
 
on and on and on. 
 
Maybe the impending torrent is made  
of tears we once brushed on our sleeves 
as we kept running. 
 
Now, in the quiet between  
my pulse’s drumbeats, 
I feel every syllable 
of the name that even now 
is so hard to say aloud. 
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After You Left 
-Agnes Vojta 

I have not tended my garden, 

have not weeded, not pruned. 

Twigs litter the ground 

like debris from a broken nest. 

 

Grass swallows 

what I wanted to grow. 

Only the oregano 

flourishes without my help. 

 

I crush some leaves between my fingers; 

they smell of the soup 

I do not feel like cooking 

since you are not here 

to eat it with me. 
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Unreal Dream 
-Luis Cuauhtemoc Berriozabal 

Sleep possesses me, 

drops me in an unreal dream, 

I go without quarrel. 

Suddenly, night becomes day. 

 

This anxious heart throbs 

in the unreal dream. I have 

a near death experience. 

I go down with sun. 

 

I feel used like a washcloth. 

I am in a state of unrest. 

Here in the unreal dream, 

I feel unworthy and sad. 

 

I never asked for this 

whether real or unreal. 

I seek light at the end of 

this tunnel that leads to night. 
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Poison Free 
-Patricia Walsh 

Breaking simple maths round about teatime, 

piss taken lightly over cover of the righteous 

distributing scalding corrections on a shoestring 

wasting time and effort to run the whole show. 

 

The fastest growing misunderstanding, kissing out of turn 

intercepting the banished pine, on false concern, 

preach without practice, a drug too far, 

entertainment without same a reading boon. 

 

Gearing for a road-trip in a borrowed car 

perfect sandwiches hit by a personage 

remaining rejected through an extended fault 

sleeping kissing fabricated  for work still done. 

 

Dead at the break, dragging the universe down 

reminders stuck in this bruised craw 

minding business at a turn, sitting apart 

knowing more than realised, a scarified breaktime. 

 

Relaxed through acceptance, fooling everyone 

associated sweetness over coldened supper, 

shunting the destiny over a stupid slight 

getting along somehow is strictly off the table. 

 

Hooks into beloveds, distributing flowers 

reading blind into applications,  remaining cold, 

residual boats floating on a paid ancestry 

tight collective stems the best of the staff. 
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Visionary 
-Bruce McRae 

The man with the visions sees  

armadas among ceiling tiles. 

Angelic conventions. 

A minor god with a million fingers. 

 

Either blessed or cursed, 

the man suffering visions sees 

skirmishes along the quantum realm. 

Ciphers marching lockstep to war. 

Any number of horrifying futures. 

 

Since a child he’s heard 

the voice of the fly and its long complaint. 

Ballads only the unborn sing. 

Sighing that’s louder than the infinite bawl. 

 

Don’t take my word for it, ask, if you dare. 

He’ll tell you he sees tomorrow today. 

He sees the undead and means of dying. 

He sees God shrug when suns ignite. 

‘I have to tell you,’ he says, 

taking you to one side, ‘I’ve read 

the immeasurable sentence of your story.’ 
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Leaf Litter 
-Karen Shepherd 

Carried in on shoes 

damp with summer rain, 

I pick them off the floor, 

trace their veins with my finger, 

hear their stories, 

tell them it’s okay 

to curl up around their edges. 


